1998 Penn Bowl 007
Georgetown University
Tossups
TU Geography
1. A popular crossword clue, with or without the e. It stretches for 180
miles and helps define the city of Bern. FTP, name this river, the
longest entirely within Switzerland.
AAR (AARE)
TU Fine Arts
2. He was born in st. Petersburg in 1904 to a composer and moved to the
US in 1934. FTP, name this famed ballet choreographer who often worked
with Stravinsky.
George BALANCHINE
TU Misc
3. Long considered a symbol of freedom and prosperity by the countries
denied them under Soviet domination, Germany now consumes five times as
many of them per capita as America. FTP, name this product which is not
made of barium and two sodiums.
BANANA
TU History
4. May 25 commemmorates th is saint. FTP name this late 7th/early 8th
century historian best known for his Ecclesiastical History of the English
People.
the Venerable BEDE (beed)
TU Fine Arts
5. Born Jerome van Aken in 1450, this artist was
Confraternity of Our Lady for the last 30 years of
paintings dealt crudely with traditional subject but
his capacity for presentation in nontraditional ways
of St. Anthony". FTP, name this Dutch painter.

active in the
his life. His first
his later works show
as in 'The Temptation

Hieronymous BOSCH
TU Science
6. Along with theophylline (thee-oh-fill-een) and theobromine, it's in a
group with the methylxanthines (meth-ihl-zan-theens). It takes 200
milligrams per kilogram to kill fifty percent of rats. In cats, it can be
used as a respiratory or cardiac stimulant. For ten points, name this
substance which is an essential ingredient in Vivarin. '
CAFFEINE
TU PopCulVSports
7. This group had famous roots. Brian Epstein of Beatles fame discovered

them to begin their rise to prominence and Paul Simon wrote their most
famous song. FTP, name this group that sang 'Red Rubber Ball.'
CYRKLE
TU PopCultiSports
8. Back to School, Flubber, Dead Presidents, Summersby, To Die For, Tales
>From the Crypt, Dick Tracy, Scrooged, Men in Black, Mars Attacks, Batman,
and The Nightmare before Christmas all feature music written by this lead
singer of Oingo Boingo also composed the Simpsons theme music.
Danny ELFMAN
TU Current Events
9. He's the president of his own securities company and a millionaire in
his own right. Strange, then, that he left Busch Stadium on December 31
trying to win one million dollars from Anheuser-Busch. For ten points,
name this man who on january fifth, landed in Russia to thwart his hope to
travel around the world in a balloon.
Steve FOSSETT
TU Science
10. While it once helped cats and porcupines fend off predators, today's
humans have no use for it - even though it used to preserve warmth in cold
environments. For ten points, name this phenomenon caused by the
sympathetic nervous system which has given R.L. Stine a lot of money.
GOOSEBUMPS
TU Fine Arts
11. His great-grandfather emigrated from Scotland and his mother was a
concert pianist. He was sick with pleurisy but graduated from Leipzig
Conservatory in 1862. He married his cousin Nina Hagerup and she
influenced many of his works, work that includes In the Hall of the
Mountain King. FTP, name him.
Edvard GRIEG
TU Soc Sci
12. He was born in Delft in 1583 and served in exile as Swedish
ambassador to France. He examined the law of merchant competition for the
Dutch East India company and wrote a 1625 book on law and war that
established principles of international law. FTP name him.
Hugo GROTIUS
TU History
13. He served with Andy Jackson in the War of 1812 and lived with the
Cherokees for much of a life that also included a distinguished career in
politics. FTP name this man who served two terms in the US Senate, two
incomplete terms as governor of a T state, and five as President after
victory at the Battle of San Jacinto.

Sam HOUSTON
TU Current Events
14. In January, he reaffirmed his commitment to complying with regulations
imposed on a 50 billion dollar bailout by the IMF, which has caused some
to question his pro-labor stance. However, he also balmed the current
Southeast Asian financial crisis on corrupt and authoritarian governments
- not surprising since leaders of his own country beat him up and
sentenced him to death. For ten points, name the president-elect of South
Korea.
KIM Dae Jung (Kim Die Jung)
TU Literature/Philosophy
15. His first name was actually Harry and he graduated from Yale in 1907.
His first novel Our Mr Wrenn was published in 1914 and his last book World
So Wide in 1951 brought back an automobile executive from a
semi-autobiographical 1929 work. FTP, name this author who created Zenith
and Carol Kennicott.
Harry Sinclair LEWIS
TU Science
16. It was developed in the late 60s by a group headed by Wally Fuerzeig
(Foo-air-z-eye-g), and interepreters are currently available for Macs,
IBM-compatibles, and Xs. For ten points, name this List
Processing language that allowed a fourth grader to control a turtle.
LOGO
TU Misc
17. Its family is Loranthaceae and it became honored in Celtic mythology
especially when it grew on oak trees. Its summer gathering is still
accompanied by bonfires in some of Europe even though some contain
compounds toxic to humans. FTP, name this parasitic plant famous for
Christmastime romance.
MISTLETOE
TU Geography
18. It rises to 22,831 feet and was first scaled in 1897. Located near a
national border, a province and a river in Chile are named after it. FTP
name this Andean peak, highest mountain in the Western Hemisphere.
Mount ACONCAGUA
TU- Literature/Philosophy
19. She was probably born about 975 and died between 1025 and 1031, but
no one knows. No one also knows what her real name was but she has passed
into history with the name of the semi-autobiographical heroine from her
greatest novel. FTP name this creator of the Shining Prince, writer of
the Tale of Genji.
MURASAKI Shikibu

TU Religion
20. It was founded by Drew Ali in Newark in 1913 and moved to Detroit
after w.O. Fard became head, and moved to Chicago after he disappeared and
was succeeded by Elijah Muhammad. FTP, name this religious group current
famed for Louis Farrakhan.
NATION OF ISLAM
TU Literature/Philosophy
21. He was born in 1844 in Saxony and died in 1900 in Weimar. After his
death, his sister changed some of his works to reflect her own views and
his reputation has suffered from it. FTP, name this German philosopher
who wrote The Antichrist after he went insane.
Frederick NIETZSCHE
TU Religionion
22. This Jewish holiday supposedly commemorates the destruction of the
first Temple, it also definitely marks the destruction of the second Temple.
Many other lamentable events have fallen on this holiday, such as the
establishment of a pagan temple in Jerusalem in 136 CE and the Jewish
expulsion from Spain in 1492. On this date observant jews refrain from
marrying and eating. It is on this date the the messiah is also supposed
to be born. FTP, name this holiday which falls in the month of Av.
TISHA S'AV or THE NINTH OF AV (accept AS instead of AV)
TU Soc Sci
23. He is most famous for psychology but first got his reputation in
zoology. He studied under Jung before traveling to Paris and studying
child psychology. He may have driven his daughter insane but he was
successful. FTP, name this man who defined four stages of child
development.
Jean PIAGET
TU Sci
24. It's actually a grouping of subunits, each of which contains between
five and five hundred atoms. Currently, most research deals with getting
this item to fluctuate in a small-molecule solvent. Traditionally,
however, they're an important ingredient in plastics. For ten points,
name this item whose smaller units are known as mers (murrs).
POLYMERS
TU History
25. Although never an organized movement, it had its origins in the
Committee on Union and Progress and were ehtnic and linguistic
nationalists. FTP, name this group that came to power and 1908 and tried
to maximize the power of Anatolia in the Ottoman Empire.
the YOUNG TURKS

TU PopCulVSports
26. The warrior recovers quickly, the wizard can select categories, the
Amazon can eliminate 1 or 2 choices, and the ninja can do double damage.
These powers help them become successful, and if they win their names will
be used for a brand of soup by an enterprising merchant, but first they
need to kill Gordian and many monsters before him by answering trivia
questions. FTP, name this D&D themed trivia video game.
QUIZ DRAGON
TU Fine Arts
27. This American architect described his own life in The Evolution of an
Architect and designed the U.S. embassy in New Delhi, India and the
American pavilion for Brussels World's Fair. FTP, name this Arkansan best
known for the Kennedy Center for Performing Arts.
Edward Durell STONE
TU Religion
28. This Greek warrior lost his chance to become immortal when he ate
human brains. He was sent as the Argive ambassador to Thebes, where, upon his
exit he was ambushed by fifty men and killed 49 of them. He then went on to
fight and die in the battle of the Seven against Thebes. FTP, name this father
of Diomedes.
TYDEUS
TU- Literature/Philosophy
29. He was born Francois-Marie Arouet and served time in the Bastille
before exile in England, Switzerland, and Prussia although he failed to
stay long in any of those places, always returning to his native France.
FTP, name this Enlightenment thinker who wrote about the best of all
possible worlds.
VOLTAIRE
TU History
30. He emigrated to New York City in 1710 and apprenticed before started
his printing business in 1726. He attacked Governor Cosby in his New York
Weekly Journal. FTP, name this man who won his libel case and established
freedom of the press.
John Peter ZENGER
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Georgetown University
BONUSES- all bonuses 30 Points
Bonus Religion
1. They were of the 7th generation of kami and were either brother and
sister or husband and wife. Together they created first the island of
Onokoro and later the sun and moon goddesses and all the land, other kami,
people, sea and other creatures. F15Pe name these two Shinto creator
kami.
IZANAMI and IZANAGI
Bonus Science
2. Time for Get a job - Science version. Identify the following
companies
from a brief description for ten points each.
Formed in 1972 and headquartered in Eagan, Minnesota, it became a
subsidiary of another major computer company in 1996.
CRAY
Headquartered in Palo Alto, California, it was formed in 1938.
heavily diversified in the electronics area

..

It is

HEWLETT-PACKARD
Currently, Bob Palmer is its CEO. Headquartered in Maynard,
Massachusetts, it works primarily with netowrked platforms.
DIGITAL Equipment Corporation (DEC)
Bonus History
3. 30-20-10 Identify the general
30: He set a West Point record for academic achievement.
20: As Army chief of staff, he led the removal of the Bonus Army in 1932.
10: Both he and his father Arthur were affiliated with the Philippines.
Douglas MACARTHUR
Bonus Literature/Philosophy
4. Identify the Greek author FTPe.
Women in Parliament
ARISTOPHANES
The Persians
AESCHYLUS
Phoenician Women
EURIPIDES
Bonus Current Events
5. Iran's president recently called for dialogue with the U.S. in a CNN
interview. Answer the following questions about it for the stated number

of points.
5 - Name Iran's current president
Mohammad KHAMENI (Kah-men-ee)
10 - Name the CNN Correspondent who conducted the interview.
Christiane AMANPOUR
15 - Name Iran's spiritual leader, who did not like thednterview one bit.
Mohammad KHAMENI (Kah-men-ee)
Bonus PopCulVSports
6. He's a jolly happy soul and makes an appearance every year near
Christmas. Answer the following questions about the TV special Frosty the
Snowman.
F5P, what girl traveled with Frosty?
KAREN
F5P, what evil magician lost his hat?
Professor HINKLE
FTP, what was the name of the rabbit?
HOCUS-POCUS
FTP, who narrates the special and sings the song?
Jimmy DURANTE
Bonus Geography
7. The Northwest Territories will split in two in 1999. Answer the
following questions about naming the two halves.
FTP, what will the eastern half be called?
NUNAVUT
FTPe, give two of the top four finishers in the voting for the name of the
,
western half.
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES, BOB, DENENDEH, NAHENDEH
Bonus Fine Arts
8. Identify the American painter of the work FTPe.
Woman with Plant
Grant WOOD
Boom Town
Thomas Hart BENTON
Lady Jean
George Wesley BELLOWS
Bonus Soc Sci
9. Name the first five Chief Justices of the US F5Pe wI an extra 5 if in
order.
John JAY, John RUTLEDGE, Oliver ELLSWORTH, John
MARSHALL, Roger TANEY
Bonus Science
10. Time for name that part of the heart for ten points each.
This left upper chamber of the heart distributes oxygen-rich blood
through the aorta to circulate throughout the body.
LEFT VENTRICLE
The atrium and the ventricle on the right are separated by this wall
from the atrium and ventricle on the left.
SEPTUM
Oxygen-poor blood enters the right atrium through these two veins -

one of which is the Superior and the other of which is the
Inferior.
VENA CAVA
Bonus Misc
11. 30-20-10 Name the US state capital.
30: Custer's forces left for the Battle of Little Bighorn from Fort
Abraham Lincoln near
this city.
20: Its was renamed for the second time in 1873 after a man born on April
Fool's Day,
1815.
10: It is the northernmost state capital on the Missouri River.
BISMARCK, North Dakota
Bonus Fine Arts
12. Identify the dancer FTPe.
He defected in 1974 and starred in White Nights
Mikhail BARYSHNIKOV
She was born with the last name Hookham and danced with the London Ballet.
Margot FONTEYN
He retired at 29 and after 1919 never lived in his native country and died
in London
Vaslav NIJINSKY
Bonus History
13. 30-20-10, name the year
30. Somoza took power on Jan. 1 in Nicaragua.
20. FDR proposed Supreme Court expansion was defeated.
10. The Hindenburg explosion occurred.
1937
Bonus Literature/Philosophy
14. Shakespeare wrote plays on Henry IV, V, VI, and VIII and Richard III.
Place the five monarchs plays in chronological order as he wrote them F5Pe
and a 5pt bonus for all correct.
Henry VI, Richard III, Henry IV, Henry V, Henry VIII
Bonus Science
15. Name the element, 30-20-10.
30 - Produced at Berkeley in 1940, this fabricated element sells for
gram and is used in neutron qetection instruments
approximately $280 a
20 - This actinide element is silvery in appearance, is chemically
reactive and its atomic weight is 237.0482 grams.
10 - Its atomic number is 93.
NEPTUNIUM
Bonus PopCulVSports
16. 30-20-10. Identify the baseball notable.
30: He set a North Dakota record by returning four kicks for touchdowns
in one game.
20: He joined the st. Louis Cardinals in 1967 and won his third World
Series
10: He won the AL MVP award in 1960.
Roger MARIS

Bonus Fine Arts
17. The Florence baptistetry had a contest to design doors in 1401. One
won the contest, made two sets of doors over the cou.rse of fifty years and
is best known for the Sacrifice of Isaac. The other turned to
architecture and built the Florence cathedral and originated the
Renaissance style. F15Pe, name the two famous artists whose original
designs are both in the National Museum
Lorenzo GHIBERTI and Filippo BRUNELLESCHI
Bonus Religion
18. In Norse mythology, the god Bor and goddess Bestla had three sons,
also gods, that killed Ymir and created man. FTPe, name these three
children.
ODIN , VILI, VE
Bonus Literature/Philosophy
19. 30-20-10 Identify the work of literature.
30: Major Chan Sze Lin of China is in contact with the Australian PM in
talks
prevent
further hostilities.
20: Egyptians nuclear attacks on London and Washington prompt US attacks
on Russia.
10: Submarine commander Dwight Towers leads his ship to Australia in this
Nevil Shute
novel.
ON THE BEACH

.0

Bonus History
20. One was finished in 712 and the other in 720 and they are Japan's
oldest remaining works and great histories of the ancient era. F15Pe name
these two works, the Record of Ancient Matters and Chronicles of Japan.
KOJIKI and NIHON SHOKI (NIHONGI)
Bonus Current Events
21. It's time for black helicopters galore! Given the abbreviation, name
the country where the UN Peacekeeping Mission is FTP ASAP or you'll be
SOL.
UNAMIR
RWANDA
UNMOT
TAJIKISTAN
UNAVEM III
ANGOLA
Bonus Geography
22. Moving capitals is a game of the 90's. Given the country, name the
old and new capital, 5pt for one and 15 for both.
Nigeria
LAGOS and ABUJA
Kazakstan
ALMATY (ALMA-AT A) and AKMOLA (AQMOLA)
Bonus Soc Sci
23. Identify the economist from a description F15Pe.
This neoclassicist Austrian published his first book in 1871 and
originated the theory of
subjective value.
Carl MENGER
He advocated free trade and the Iron Law of Wages.

David RICARDO
Bonus Science
24. Given what the Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded for, give the name
of
the laureate FTP. If you need the year, you'll only get 5.
10 - He invented the bubble chamber
5 - 1960
Donald GLASSER
10 - He invented particle detectors.
5 - 1992
Georges CHARPAK
10 - He discovered rays which are now named for him.
5 - 1901
Wilhelm Conrad RONTGEN
Bonus History
25. Identify the Cambodian political figures FTPe.
Contrary to rumors and his political effectiveness, this man is still
alive and gave his first interview in many years in 1997.
Pol POT
This anti-Communist general took power in a 1970 coup.
LonNOL
This one-time monarch ruled from 1955-70 and 1982-88.
Norodom SIHANOUK
Bonus PopCulVSports
26. Answer the following questions about the new Bond film, Tomorrow
Never Dies FTPe.
Who plays M?
Judi DENCH
What media billionaire tries to create a war?
Eliot CARVER
What British ship is led into Chinese waters by Carver's GPS manipulation
HMS DEVONSHIRE
Bonus Literature/Philosophy
27. 30-15-5 Identify the poet.
30: He narrates Shakespeare's Pericles, Prince of Tyre.
15: His best known work is Confessio Amantis.
5: He is considered Chaucer's leading English contemporary.
John GOWER
Bonus Fine Arts
28. Identify the Russian composer of the following works FTPe.
Lady Macbeth of Mtensk
Dimitri SHOST AKOVICH
The Maid of Pskov
Nikolai RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
In the Steppes of Central Asia
Aleksandr BORODIN
Bonus Religion
29. Zeus' children always seem to be popping up. Given the name of the

mother of one of Zeus' children, give both their Latin name, Greek name and the part of Zeus' body they
popped out of, F5PE.
Metis
MINERVA, ATHENA, HEAD
Semele or Thyone (Thi-oh-nee)
BACHUS or L1BER, BACHUS or DIONYSUS, THIGH (accept leg) (only accept
Bachus
twice if it is repeated twice)
Bonus Misc.
30. I was born in Webster, so identify the following Websters FTPe.
This congressman defeated New Hampshire in the 1819 Dartmouth case.
DANIEL Webster
This former judge headed both the FBI and the CIA
WILLIAM Webster
He helped found Amherst College and popularize -er over -re and -or over
-our.
NOAH Webster

